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NSF DEL Language Preservation 2.0
ARC Language Engineering in the Field
1. Install Aikuma2
2. Enable Sync
3. Sign-in
Aikuma = “meeting place” – Usarufa [usa]

Usarufa, PNG, 1000 spkrs > 30 years old

Florian Hanke
Aikuma: recording narratives (near field audio)

Tembé, Brazil, 60 spkrs > 40 years old
Aikuma: oral translation (consecutive interpretation)

Tembé, Brazil, 60 speakers
Interleaved playback

Karakalpak, Uzbekistan
410k spkrs
Certo dia um homem foi para o mato.
One particular day a man went into the forest

Ele gostava muito de trabalhar de tucumã, cipó e piassaba.
He very much liked to collect tucumã, cipó and piassaba

Ele passa durante o seu trabalho mais ou menos uma...duas ou três semanas.
He went out to the forest more or less every one, two or three weeks

Trabalha muito longe, quase no meio do...do centro da mata.
He works very far away almost in the middle of the...in the center of the forest
File Structure: Upper Level

aikuma/
  v01/
    t/
      to/
        tony@gmail.com/
          items/
          social/
          speakers/
File Structure: Lower Level (a)

`tony@gmail.com/
   items/
      ualwfcixlzpui/
         ualwfcixlzpui-tony@gmail.com-source.wav
         ualwfcixlzpui-tony@gmail.com-source-preview.wav
         ualwfcixlzpui-tony@gmail.com-source-metadata.json
         ualwfcixlzpui-tony@gmail.com-comment-829120.wav
         ualwfcixlzpui-tony@gmail.com-comment-829120-mapping.txt
         ualwfcixlzpui-tony@gmail.com-comment-829120-metadata.json

social/
speakers/
   JSLFOEPSOVKW/
   JFKLEPELWXAE/`
File Structure: Lower Level (b)

sally@gmail_com
items/
  ualwfcixlzpu/
    ualwfcixlzpu-sally@gmail.com.transcript.txt
    ualwfcixlzpu-sally@gmail.com-transcript-metadata.json
    ualwfcixlzpu-sally@gmail.com-respeak-493021.wav
    ualwfcixlzpu-sally@gmail.com-respeak-493021-mapping.txt
    ualwfcixlzpu-sally@gmail.com-respeak-493021-metadata.json
social/
  ualwfcixlzpu-tony@gmail.com-source-like
  ualwfcixlzpu-keren@gmail.com-interpret-139273-report
Architecture: Networked
Thank you

Get Involved

Search for Aikuma on Google Play or on GitHub
Email: stevenbird1@gmail.com
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